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On TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1922 i 

AND TWO. FOLLOWING DAYS 





CATALOGU EH 
OF 

THE COLLECTION OF 

OBJECTS OF ART 
CHIEFLY OF THE 

Renaissance Period 

BRONZES, MAJOLICA, SCULPTURE AND 
FURNITURE 

ALSO 

OLD ENGLISH AND FOREIGN SILVER 
AND 

GREEK GOLD AND SILVER COINS 
FORMED BY THAT WELL-KNOWN CONNOISSEUR 

WILLIAM NEWALL, ESQ. 
Deceased 

Late of Redheath, Croxley Green, Herts 

WHICH 

(By Order of the Executors) 

Will be Sold by Auction by 

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS 
(L. HAnneEN, C.B.E., W. B. ANDERSON, Capt. V. C. W. AGNEW, AND L. G. HANNEN) 

AT THEIR GREAT ROOMS 

8 KING STREET, ST. JAMES’S SQUARE 

LONDON 

On TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1922 
AND TWO FOLLOWING DAYS 

AT ONE O’CLOCK PRECISELY 
; “GOD Os — 

May be viewed on the Friday and Monday preceding, and 
Catalogues had, at Messrs. CHRISTIE, Manson anpD Woops’ Offices, 
8 King Street, St. James’s Square, London, S.W.1 

—F 2 R21 

Catalogues with Twenty-one Plates of Illustrations, price 20/~ 



CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

I. TH highest Bidder to be the Buyer; and if any dispute arise 

between two or more Bidders, the Lot so in dispute shall be 

immediately put up again and re-sold. 

{I. No person to advance less than 1s.; above Five Pounds, 5s.; and 

so on in proportion. 

III. In the case of Lots upon which there is a reserve, the Auctioneer 

shall have the right to bid on behalf of the Seller. 

IV. The Purchasers to give in their Names and Places of Abode, 

and to pay down 5s. in the Pound, or more, in part of payment, 

or the whole of the Purchase-Money, zf required; in default 

of which, the Lot or Lots so purchased to be immediately put 

up again and re-sold. 

V. The Lots to be taken away and paid for, whether genuine and 

authentic or not, with all faults and errors of description, at 

the Buyer’s expense and risk, within Two Days from the Sale ; 

Messrs. CHRisTIE, Manson aNd Woops not being responsible 

for the correct description, genuineness, or authenticity of, 

or any fault or defect in, any Lot, and making no warranty 

whatever. 

VI. To prevent inaccuracy in delivery, and inconvenience in the 

settlement of the Purchases, no Lot can on any account be 

removed during the time of Sale; and the remainder of the 

Purchase-Money must absolutely be paid on the delivery. 

VII. Upon failure of complying with the above Conditions, the Money 

deposited in part of payment shall be forfeited; all Lots un- 

cleared within the time aforesaid shall be re-sold by public or 

private Sale, and the deficiency (if any) attending such re-sale 

shall be made good by the defaulter at this Sale. 
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CATALOGU E: 

First Day’s Sale. 

On TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1922, 

AT ONE O CLOCK PRECISELY. 

MAJOLICA AND FAIENCE. 

An Ursptno VASE, with French or-molu mounts—10$ in. hagh 

The vase is of oviform shape, painted with the subject of Europa 

and the Bull, and with vertical fluting round the base coloured blue and 

yellow. It is mounted with an or-molu lip, handles and foot chased 

in the French taste with gryphons’ heads, palm leaves and rosettes 

An Urpino PuatE—10 in. diam. 

The centre slightly sunk and painted with the subject of Circe, and 

with mountainous landscapes in the background, the back painted 

with a coat-of-arms 

An Urprno Prate—103 in. diam. 

The centre slightly sunk and painted with the story of Diana and 

Actzon on the banks of a river, and with medieval buildings in the 
background 

An Urnpino SauTceLLar—6 in. high, 64 m. wide 

Of boat shape, the ends terminating in scrolls and ramy’ heads, and 

with masks in relief at the sides, the decoration consisting of gryphons 

painted in blue and yellow, and with a crest and motto in the receptacle 

for the salt 

® 

An Urptno DisH—10$ in. diam. 

The centre slightly sunk, and the whole painted with a view of an 

extensive landscape, with a river in the foreground and buildings in the 

distance ; on the border is a coat-of-arms in a strapwork cartouche 
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Masouica JAR—15 in. high—probably Urbino 

It is of nearly cylindrical shape, the decoration consisting of figures 

of two saints painted in strapwork cartouches on a dark blue ground, 

with compositions of fruit and arabesque foliage in polychrome 

7 An Ursino DisH—l11 an. diam. 

Sie 

10.4 

The centre flat with slightly raised rim, supported on a low foot. 

The subject depicted on the dish is the story of Diogenes and Alexander 

in the foreground of an extensive mountainous landscape, with a shield 

hanging from a branch of a tree with a coat-of-arms and the initials R.S. 

From the Fountain Collection 

FaEnzA DisH—10$ in. diam. 

It has a deeply sunk centre and wide flat rim, the centre painted 

with a portrait of a lady in blue and yellow, and the border decorated 

with grotesque masks, arabesque foliage and dolphins in shades of blue 

and buff on dark blue ground; the back painted with arabesques in 

yellow, and with a monogram in blue in the centre 

GUBBIO SALTCELLAR—6} in. wide 

It is of triangular shape, with flat rim, supported by dolphins at the 

three corners, the whole decorated with foliage in lustred brown and 

blue heightened with red 

CaFFAGIOLO VAsSE—7 in. high = g ' 

It is of oviform shape, with two loop handles, decorated on one side 

with the arms of the Gianfigliazzi Family in border of green foliage, and 
the panel on the reverse with conventional trelliswork in blue, red and 
mauve 

From the Bardini Collection 4 a 
» * 

hs As Ff 
“en ee 

CasTeL-DURANTE PHarmacy-Jar—9? in. high | 4 J 

Of nearly cylindrical shape, the decoration consists on one side of a 
firure of St. Barbara in an oval panel, and trophies and military and 

musical emblems in grisaille on sienna. ground ; the reverse coloured 

dark blue, with arabesque foliage reserved in white, and a coat-of-arms 
painted in a strapwork border 

Set oF THREE Fannza PHarmacy-Jars—9 im. and 74 a. 
‘ ‘ “e 

high goo tans BD xsilaindk 
tf 

They are of cylindrical shape, and decorated with male portraits 

painted in profile on blue and orange ground, with scrolls in blue on the 

back, and with tablets beneath the portraits inscribed with names of 

drugs 

-_ " 
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13 A GAFFAGIOLO TAZZA—93 in. doam. 

It is shaped as a shallow dish, sloping to the centre and supported on 
a low foot ; the decoration consisting of two figures of Cherubs and two 

caryatid monsters surrounding a lyre-shaped ornament terminating in 
dolphins’ heads, who grasp in their mouths an oblong tablet inscribed 

‘* Jutia.” The design painted in yellow, blue, orange, green and white 

on a mottled dark blue background. The back decorated with circles in 

shades of blue ; ny “ 
j mt) “ty Wa” 

ff 
\ a 

See Illustration 

14 A FAENZA DISH—10} in. diam. 
The dish has a deeply sunk centre, the central boss painted with 

Cupid bound and blindfolded in shades of blue, green and orange ; the % Em 4 na 

well white, and the wide rim coloured a brilliant green, upon which are ““~ ” * 

painted military trophies, cornucopiz, dolphins, &c., in blue, yellow and 
orange 

See Illustration 

15 A Parr or Urstno Hwers—12} im. high—atirrbuted to 
Orazz1o Fontana 

They have oviform bodies, and scroll handles terminating in acanthus {#2 ~} 

leaves and supported by Satyrs’ masks. The subjects depicted upon the 

bodies are the Story of Apollo and Marsyas and a procession of Classical 
horsemen, with extensive landscapes in the background 

Lixhibited at South Kensington, 1862 

16 A Derura VasE—11 in. high 

The body of compressed oviform shape, with two loop handles on the _ mf 
neck, and a band of spiral fluting round the centre ; the whole decorated } & > J 
with bands of conventional foliage and arabesque ornament in lustred ; 
brown, red and blue 

17 An Ursino Disn—16? in. diam. 

The sunk centre painted with the’story of Alexander and Diogenes 
in the foreground of a landscape, with Classical buildings in the distance; %) } “)% 
the rim and well painted with a Raffaelesque design consisting of ~ 7 
caryatid figures, birds and Amorini 



18 A GUBBIO TAZZA—10} in. diam.—by Maesiro Georgio— 
signed at the back, and dated 1524 

It is shaped as a shallow dish sloping to the centre, the decoration 

consisting of a coat-of-arms surrounded by a green laurel wreath charged 
with the initials E.B. and M.M., and the border with grotesque 

monsters, birds and Cherubs reserved in white and heightened with pale 

blue ; the whole design being upon a background of lustred brown. The 

back decorated with arabesques in lustred red and brown, with the 

painter’s monogram and the date in the centre 

From the Bardini Collection, 1899 12s O Jre 

See Illustration 

i) \a Masonica PHarmMacy-Jar—probably Faenza—9 wn. high 

Painted with Cupid in blue and orange, and a band of foliage and 

rockwork ornament in the same colours round the back, with an in- 

scribed tablet beneath the figure 

From the Charles Stein Collection, Paris 3 © 

20 A Venice Disp—9} in. diam. 26 ana 

The centre painted with a profile male portrait in blue on yellow 

background, and the border with arabesques in white and dark blue on 
lavender-blue ground, with a conventional laurel-wreath in green round 
the edge 
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21 A PAIR OF CAFFAGIOLO EWERS—10 tn. high 
wn - 

Their bodies are of oviform shape, with plain strap handles and 

spouts designed as dragons’ heads coloured green and yellow, the bodies 

painted with profile portraits in polychrome on blue background, with 

foliage in blue on an orange ground round the necks; the lower parts 

painted with tablets bearing inscriptions o Rae 

1.0 O-Gna 
See Illustration 

22 \A Parr or Sizena PHarmacy-Jars—10} in. high 

a They are of nearly cylindrical shape, sloping inward in the centre, 
decorated with a broad band of arabesque foliage painted in blue, green 
and yellow on orange ground, and with narrow bands of scrollwork and 

foliage chiefly in blue and yellow round the necks and bases 

thy {~ cul “§ ‘Ve 

See Illustration dean: hi 



23 A Detia Roppia PruaguE—probably by Lucca Della Robbia 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

A 

A 

A 

—26} in. by 19} in. [20D Gr 

The plaque represents the Virgin and Child, the Virgin holding the 

Infant Saviour at her right side, with her right arm around Him; the 

figures covered with a white glaze on a blue background ; in painted and 

gilt-wood frame of architectural design, with a coat-of-arms at the base 

From the Collection of the Due Antinore 

See Illustration 

Masouica Ovirorm Jar—114 in. high 3 4 ye 
y 

It is decorated with a profile portrait, laurel wreath and arabesques 
on a dark blue ground 

PALISSY-WARE GRouP—9 in. high &£s 4 We 

The group represents a mother and child ; the costume of the former 

painted blue and brown 

From the Spitzer Collection, 1893 

sn a 
Hispano-Mavuro Disa—17$ in. diam. 20 

The decoration consisting of the Sacred Monogram painted in lustred 

brown in the centre, and with formal foliage in petal-shaped panels 

round the wide border painted in dark blue and lustred brown, and with 
an arabesque design in the same colours on the reverse 

Raopian Diso—10 mm, dram. i bF Wey 

Painted with formally arranged tulips and roses in blue, red and 

green, and with a green cone-shaped ornament in the centre 

Ruopian Diso—l04 in. dcam. || | 9 

The centre decorated with an arabesque design in white, heightened 

with red and blue, on a circular green panel, and with black scrolls and 

cloud ornaments round the border 

Persian Farence Bown—15 in. diam.—16th Century 

The exterior painted with a band of foliage in brown on pale green 

ground, and with a narrow border of ornament in the interior 
fhe 
¢ 



BRONZES. — 

30 Nessus AND Devanrra—9? in. high—on veined green marble 
pedestal—Ttalian, 16th Century 

The group is of the usual model, and represents Nessus fleeing with 

the struggling Dejanira 

31 Venus DE Mrprcis—9} im. high—on giallo marble pedestal 
— Venetian, 16th Century 

Inspiredjiby the well-known Antique figure in the Uffizi Gallery, 
the goddess represented standing, with her left hand raised to her 

breast, and her right hand resting on the tail of a dolphin, upon whose 

back a small Cupid is clambering 3 

From the Joseph Collection, 1890 

32 An Inxstanp—44 m. high—LTtalian 

' It is formed as a figure of a Triton riding a dolphin and holding a 

shell, which forms the receptacle for the ink 

33 A Faun’s Heap—4? m. high—on marble plinth—Paduan 
(School of frccio), 16th Century 

This represents a faun’s head, with face of a bearded man, extenu- 

ated ears and goat’s horns 

34 A TRIANGULAR ORNAMENT—11 in. high—on yellow and black 
marble pedestal—Venetzan (School of Sansovino), 16th 
Century 

This probably originally formed a spout of a fountain, asitis pierced 

through the centre. It is shaped as three winged caryatid figures of 

Cherubs terminating below in strapwork 

35 A PatR or OvirormM OrnamENtTs—-6} in. high—on pink 
marble pedestals— Venetian, 16th Century 

Probably the tops of galleries, and shaped as oviform vases deco- 

‘rated with female masks and drapery festoons in relief on a ground 
pricked with matting, with wreaths in relief round the bases 

36 A Fiewre or Curist—9} in. high—Italian, 16th Century— 
in wood frame 

13K), 
A figure from a crucifix, depicting the Saviour with bowed head and 

loin cloth round His waist 

hoy 
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37 An Inxstanp—3 in. high—Venetian, 16th Century g 

It is shaped as a small oviform vase, decorated with Cherubs’ heads 

and groups of fruit in relief, and supported by three horses’ heads 

issuing from foliage 

38 Baccnus—6 i. high—on ebonised pedestal—Italian, 16th 
Century : Le 6 t+ an wt “= } ¥ 

i 

He is in a standing attitude, holding a cup in his left hand and the 

branch of a tree in his right ; his head wreathed with vine leaves and 

grapes 

39 A Tritron—9 in. high—lItalran, 16th Century 2 | © 

The figure represents a kneeling figure of a Triton, holding his hands 

above his head as if to support a shell ; his knees rest upon a triangular 

base with borders of foliage 

Hahibited at South Kensington, 1862 

‘ Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1879 
From the Collection of the Rev. Montague Taylor, 1897 
Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter EHahibition, 

1904 

See Illustration 

40 An InxstanpD—6} mm. high—Italsan, dated 1545 , 

It is formed as a shell supported on the head of a Triton, who is 
seated on a tortoise, upon the head of which a small Triton is also seated. 

Beneath the tortoise is engraved the initials B.C. and the date 1545 

Fyom the Propert Collectton, 1902 
Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, 

1904 
Hxhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

See Illustration 

41 An Inxstanp—7 in. high—Italian, oe one Century—attre- 

buted to Roccatagliata PPC Fry 

The inkstand is formed as a conch shell Apo on the knees of 

a figure of Cupid, who is seated on the stump of a tree; his quiver is 

slung across his shoulders, and hanging at his side fonins a rest for a 

pen ; the whole supported on a triangular base with concave sides 

The nkstand rather resembles in general treatment the 
figure wllustrated in “Italian Bronze Statwettes of the 
Renatssance,” by W. Bode, vol. 111, plate cclav 

See Illustration 



ge 

42 An Ocraconan Prague—6$ in. by 9 w.—in ebonised frame 
—Florentine, 16th Century—by Vincenzo Daddt 

The plaque is modelled in high relief and partly in full relief, with — 

the Holy Family and the story of the Miraculous Cure of the Robber’s .)”)- avn 

Child g . 

From the Taylor Collection, 1912 

43 | A Morrar—d3 in. diam.—Italian, dated 1500 [ Qe Gry 
ORE er eee ‘. : 

It is decorated with a frieze round the centre of Cherubs’ heads in - + Perla, 

high relief, and vine foliage and grapes in low relief ; above and below 

this are horizontal heads of fluting, and on the lip the date A.D. MC. ' 

44 Tue Laocoén—3? in. high—on bronze pedestal—Italian, 
16th Centur yA of Y 34 i. we 

A small version of the well-known group, and slightly varied from 
the Antique model 

45 An Inxstanp—4? in. high—Florentine, 16th Century 

It is shaped as a triangular vase, the sides decorated with winged by 
masks and drapery festoons, and supported at each corner by a prancing | 7 
horse, on triangular base of scroll outline decorated with rams’ heads 
and shells 

46 A GryPHoNn—6} in. high—on green marble pedestal—Italian, 
late 16th Century—attributed to Roccatagliata 2), 

A figure of a gryphon ridden by Cupid, and supporting in the front. 
a shield of strapwork outline 



47 A Bust or 4 Roman Lapy—d in. high—on wood pedestal 
—Paduan (School of Riccio), early 16th Century 

The bust represents a Roman lady, possibly an Empresas, with her 

head thrown back and slightly turned to the right, her hair drawn back 
and fastened with a knot-of-riband, and surmounted by a tiara 

From the Leyland Collectson, 1892 aod 

Illustrated «wm “ Ttalian Bronze Stataettes 

renaissance,” 

of the 
by W. Bode, vol. 111, plate ccalw 

Very sumilar to a small head wn the Bargello, Florence 

Described by Dr. Bode, vol. 11, p. 22: “ We onutted by 
an oversight to mention the attractive female head im the 
Bargello by the master himself; another closely allted 

specemen ts nm the Newall Collection” 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

See Illustration 

48 Tue Inranr CuHrRist—6 in. ae bronze pene ee 
Gian Bologna—lb6th Century / (& B py, 

The small figure represents the Infant Christ, standing with His 

right arm raised and holding the orb and cross with His left hand 

Hahibited at the Royal Academy Winter Hahibttion 
1904 

Illustrated «wn “Tialian Bronze Statueties of the 
FRenatssance,” by W. Bode, vol. 11, plate ccw 

See Illustration 

49 “THE SpinaRio’”—6 im. high—on wood pedestal—l6th 
Century 

It is a 16th Century reproduction of the well-known Antique figure, 

and represents a youth, seated, in the act of extracting a thorn from 

his foot 

From the Collection of the Rev. Montague Taylor, 1897 

See Illustration 
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50 A Bust or a Baccuantre—4} in. high—on red marble 
pedestal—G7@co-Roman | 

The bust of a girl, with Classical drapery over her shoulders, her 

head turned slightly to the left, and her hair bound with a vine-wreath, 

with silver eyes 

S51 AN Ewer—6} in. high—Greck 

It has a pear-shaped body of graceful shape, and one loop handle, 

the body decorated with four bands of a conventional riband ornament, 

and the whole covered with a fine green patine . 

From the Van Ratte Collection, 1891 

52 A Vase—9? in. high—Persian 
° 

The body of inverted-pear shape, entirely decorated with strapwork 
ornaments in relief on a groundwork of foliage, with two handles ter- 

minating in gryphons’ heads 

53 Hercurzs—4} in. high—on giallo marble pedestal—Italian, 

16th Century 

The statuette shows Hercules, standing erect, holding his club at 

his left side with both hands, and with a lion’s-skin thrown over his left 

arm, his head turned to the right} 

54 An InxstanD—T7 in. high—on veined dark green marble 
plinth—Italian, 16th Century 

The inkstand is shaped as a fluted bowl decorated with three masks, 

and supported by three caryatid figures of Fauns seated on scrollwork 

which terminates below in claws ; the cover probably of later date, and 

surmounted by a figure of Cupid, seated, holding a book 

: Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, 
1904 

55 A KNOCKER—11 in. long—on wood stand—by Andrea 
Ficcio—Paduan, late 15th or early 16th Century 

This boldly designed knocker represents a terminal figure of a Satyr, 

issuing from acanthus foliage, and holding before him an ox’s head, 
which forms the striker 

Illustrated im ‘Italian Bronze Statuettes of the 
Renaissance,” by W. Bode, vol. ir, page 16, fig. 21 

Described by Dr. Bode, vol. wi, p. 22: “The same 
Collection (Newall) possesses a door knocker, by Riccto, of 
original design and very careful workmanship, which 
closely resembles the knocker owned by Cownt Pourtales”’ 

See Illustration 
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4,,96) AN AnaTomicaL HicurE or 4 Man—9# in. high—on green 
marble pedestal—Italsan (School of ee Da Sant’ 
Agata), 16th Centwry 

The statuette represents an attenuated figure of a man in standing 

attitude, his right arm raised above his head, and his left foot resting 

on a rock 

57 THe Crovucnina Venus—6$ in. high—on ebonised pedestal 
—Italian, 17th Century 

A small version of the well-known Antique marble in the Vatican, 

showing Venus in crouching attitude, her hair drawn back and bound 
by a fillet 

Hahibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1879 

From the Collectson of the Rev. Montague Taylor, 1897 

08 JovE AND Juno: A pair of statuettes—94 im. high—on 
veined red marble pedestals—Lvench, 17th Century 

Jove is represented standing holding a fulmen aloft, and with an 

eagle beside him ; Juno wears flowing drapery and holds a sceptre, while 

at her right side is a figure of a peacock 

59 A Pam or Gint Figures oF Nympxus—7} in. high—on 
ebonised pedestals—Jtalian ghost of Wisace Angelo), 
16th Century 

These are small reproductions of the figures by Michael Angélo on 

the Tombs of Cuiliano and Lorenzo de Medici in Florence. One 

represents a recumbent female figure wearing flowing head-dress ; and 

the other a recumbent figure of a Nymph resting on a male mask, and 

with a figure of an ow! at her feet 

60 A PANTHER—7?# on. high —Paduan, early 16th Century 

The figure represents a lean and hungry animal realistically modelled 

and walking actively forward as if in pursuit of its prey 

Illustrated m ‘Italian Bronze Statuettes of the 
Renaissance,’ by W. Bode, vol. wt, plate ccalvi 

Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, 
1904 

See Illustration 
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THe Laocoén—17 im. high—on velvet-covered plinth— 
Italian, late 16th Century 

Designed after the well-known Antique group 

CANDLESTICK—6 in. high-—Ltalvan 

The nozzle vase-shaped, and cast with caryatid figures and masks, 

supported by a triangular base, with caryatid figures and Satyrs at the 

angles 

SALTCELLAR—3¢$ in. diam.—LTtalian, 16th Century 

It is formed as a fluted bowl, with ribs in high relief, supported by 

three grotesque masks 

Mortar—‘4 in. high, 74 m. diam.—LItalian, 16th Century 

Decorated with a broad frieze of gryphons supporting shields, and 

with masks and rosette ornaments between, the lower part decorated 

with a narrow band of masks and acanthus foliage, and with a border 

of rosettes and knots-of-riband round the lip 

Venus DE Mepici—24 an. high—L’rench, 17th Century 

A reproduction of the well-known Antique figure in the Uffizi 

Gallery, representing the goddess, standing, with Cupid riding a dolphin 

beside her 

AN HQUESTRIAN STATUETTE, probably representing 

Phillip IV. of Spain—16 m. high—on wood pedestal—by 
Gian Bologna or Pietro Tacca—16th Century 

The group represents the King riding a charger and holding a baton 

in his right hand, with the end resting on his knee; he wears a half- 

suit of armour, with slashed breeches and large collar ; this figure is 

slightly different to the equestrian statue by Tacco in Madrid, for which 

it may possibly be a first sketch 

Formerly the property of the Spinola family of Genoa 

Illustrated wm “Italian Bronze Statueties of the 
fienaissance,” by W. Bode, vol. wi, plate claxar 

Dr. Bode, referring to this figure in his book, writes, 

vol. wt, p. 3: “A very fine equestrian statuette m the 
Newall Collection, near London, 1s more probably by Gian 

Bologna than by his puptl and assistant Tacca” 

Hxhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Hahibition, 

1904 

See Illustration 
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67 A Lamp—31 a. high—on yeliow marble pedestal—lItalian 
(School of Rtccto) 

It is shaped as a horse’s head, the handle formed as a figure of a 
Bacchanal and a vine branch 

68 VeENus—83 im. high—on veined green marble pedestal— 
Italian, late 16th Century 

The statuette is of a nude girl holding her hair with her left hand, 

and draperies in her right 

69 An Acropat—11} in. high—on ebonised pedestal inlaid with 
brass—Italian, 16th Centuwry—probably by Francesco da 
Sant? Agatha 

The figure represents an acrobat standing on his hands, with his feet 

high in the air 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

70 A Horsze—10 im. high—on veined black marble pedestal— 
Italian, 16th Century 

The figure shows a horse in trotting attitude 

71 Mertracer—8} a. high—on porphyry pedestal—Italzan, 
17th Century 

A red bronze figure of a youth with his hands crossed above his 

head 

72 HROS—6¢4 in. high—on green marble plinth—by Donatello— 
Italian, 15th Century 

The statuette represents the god with outstretched arms, his right 

arm raised, and in walking attitude 

Illustrated in “Italian Bronze Statuettes of the 
Renaissance,’ by W. Bode, vol. 4, plate vii 

Exhibited at the New Gallery, 1893 

Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Hxhsbition, 
1904 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

See Frontispiece 



73 SAMSON AND THE LION—7? in. high—on - green 
marble pedestal —F'lorentine 16th Century 

The group represents Samson, with flowing hair and a loin cloth 

round his waist, kneeling on the lion, whose jaws he is wrenching 

asunder 

Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, 
1904 

See Illustration 

74 A Mask or a Vamprre—12} in. wide—LItalian, 16th Century 

It represents a grotesque mask of a horned and winged monster 

Formerly in the Gromant Palace, Santa Marva Formosa, 
— Venice, sold by Count Grimant to Mr. Edward Cheney in 
1852 

From the Capel-Cure Collection, 1905 

75 Baccnus—9 im. htgh—on red marble pedestal—probably 
Antique 

The figure represents a bearded man wearing a laurel wreath, 

entirely covered with a green patine 

76 An Ewer anp DisH—the ewer, 123 in. high; the dish, 
18? in. dtam.— Venetian, 16th Century 

Both the ewer and dish are decorated with a frieze of acanthus- 

leaves and arabesque foliage, while the ewer is- enriched with a shield- 

of-arms and a mask on the shoulder, the handle of the ewer formed as 
a serpent 

From the Taylor Collection, 1912 

(JN. 27) B 
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77 HERCULES AND ANTAUS—9% im. high—on yellow 
marble pedestal—Florentine, late 15th or early 16th | 
Century , 

Hercules is represented as a bearded man standing with his legs 

wide apart, gripping Anteus round the waist and lifting him high from 

the ground ; the group probably inspired by the Antique 

A very similar group ts in the Museo Nazionale, 
Florence, and illustrated in “ Italuan Bronze Statuettes of 
the Frenatssance,” by W. Bode, vol. 11, plate cits 

Haxhibited at the New Gallery, 1893 

Hahtbited at the Royal Academy Winter Haxhibition, 
1904 

Hahibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

See Illustration 

78 <A Satyr—10} im. high—on grey marble pedestal—Paduan 
(School of Riccio), 16th Century 

The statuette represents a Satyr standing erect and holding a leaf- 

shaped cup in his left hand, and holding a jug aloft in his right hand 

Hahibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1879 

From the Collectton of the Rev. Montague Taylor, 1897 

Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, 
1904 

See Illustration 
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79 HERCULES AND THE Lion—7 in. high—on bronze pedestal— 
| Italian, 16th Century—attributed to Boltaldo de Giovanna 

The group represents Hercules standing over the Nemean lion, 

whose jaws he is holding apart 

From the Collection of Sir E. J. Dean-Paul, Bt., 1896 

Exhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, 
1904 

See Illustration, 

S80 A SauTcenLarR—8 in. high—on coloured marble pedestal— 
Ttalian, 16th Century 

The saltcellar formed as an escallop-shell, supported on the shoulders 

of a youth who is kneeling on his right knee 

From the Cavendish-Bentinck Collectton, 1891 

Hxhibited at the New Gallery, 1893 

Hxhibited at the Royal Academy Winter Haxhabition, 
1904 

See Illustration 

——— ee 
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81 A PAIR OF GILT PRICKET-CANDLESTICKS—81 im. 

82 

high—Italian, 16th Century 

Their bases are triangular and supported at the corners by emble- 

matic female figures, with their feet resting on recumbent caryatid 

figures ; between these are compositions of strapwork supporting oval 

cartouches enclosing emblems of Faith, Hope and Charity. The stems 

formed as oviform vases cast and chased with Cherubs’ heads and swags 
of fruit, while the upper parts are pear-shaped enriched with acanthus 

leaves, and encircled by spiral vine tendrils. The wax-pans formed as 

circular dishes decorated on the exterior with Cherubs’ heads 

See Illustration 

A FOUNTAIN—44 i. high—on marble stand—ZItalian, 
16th Century 

The fountain is designed as a circular bowl—30 in. diam.--moulded 

with fluting round the lower part. From the centre rises a pedestal 
round which are grouped three figures of sea-horses, and in the centre 

stands a statuette of Neptune holding a trident and conch-shell, and 

his left foot resting on a dolphin 

From the Bardina Collection 
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AN INKSTAND AND COVER—114 mm. htgh—on wood — 
plinth—lItalian, probably Venetian, dated 1566 

The inkstand is formed as an oblong casket, with drapery festoons 

hanging from the sides, supported at each corner by a figure of a 

Triton ; the cover surmounted by a statuette of Fame holding a 
trumpet, and witha seated figure of a child at either side ; the pedestal 

upon which the figure of Fame stands inscribed, ‘A. B, ALTO VENIT, 

MDLXVI. AD. ALTV (m), TENDIT” : 

Exhabited at the Royal Academy Winter Hxhibttion, 
1904 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

See Illustration 

A CanpiEesticxk—10 in. high 

It has a circular and slightly domed plinth, and is entirely decorated 

with acanthus foliage and scrollwork in relief on a matted surface 

A KnocKer—10$ i. high 

Designed: as two mermaids supporting between them a figure of 

Cupid seated in a shell, with a dolphin below 

A Fremaute Torso—15% in. high—by W. Onslow Ford, B.A. 

THREE FiaurES oF ArTwas, forming a tazza—114 in. high— 
on porphyry plinth 

The figures are standing back to back, and supporting a circular 

onyx dish—124 in. diam. 

Sitenus—234 in. high 

A reproduction after the Antique, showing Silenus as a bearded 

man with wreath of ivy, and supporting above his head a serpent 

Narcissus—244 in. high 

A reproduction after the Antique, and representing Narcissus as a 

youth with a goat-skin thrown over his left shoulder, wearing a wreath 

of ivy 

THe Sprina LPestivaL—28 im. high—after Sir A. Alma- 
Tadema, B.A. 

The group represents a Faun and Bacchante, wearing wreaths of 

flowers, Classical draperies and a goat-skin, and holding above their 

heads two tambourines 
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91 A Cuinp—l7 in. high—by Dalou 

The figure is of a child seated on a rockwork plinth, holding in his 

_ right hand a bunch of flowers 

92 A Parr or AnpDIRoNS—19 an. high 

These are reproductions, and were inspired by the 16th Century 

andirons in the Salting Collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum 

FURNITURE. 

93 A Parr or Watnut Bettows—30 in. long—lItalian, 16th 
Century 

The front of the bellows is boldly carved in high relief with Vulcan 
and Venus at a forge, and with Satyrs’ masks at the top forming a 

handle ; the nozzle of bronze decorated with Satyrs’ masks, small emble- 

matic figures and strapwork 

94 A Watnut Bracket—9} in. wide—English, 17th Century 

It is of square shape carved with a border of foliage, and supported 

by two Cherubs’ heads and swags of flowers, designed in the manner of 

Grinling Gibbons 

95 A CASSONEH, of walnut-wood—28 in. high, 5 ft. 8 in. wide 
—Italian, 16th Century 

The front is boldly carved in high relief with Cherubs suj.porting a 

shield-of-arms, masks, vases of flowers, and Amorini riding gryphons, 

a frieze above composed of winged Sphinxes, foliage and arabesque 

ornament, the groundwork behind the carving being gilt ; the cassone 
is supported at the corners by’ winged caryatid figures resting on 

claw feet, while the ends are carved with gryphons 

See Illustration 

| 96 A Renaissance CaBinet, of walnut-wood—d ft. high, 3 ft. 
| 7 in. wide—French, 16th Century 

The upper part is enclosed by three doors, and has two small 
drawers in the frieze, supported on a stand formed as arches and 

columns, and with a drawer in the centre, the panels carved with 

figures of Mercury, Nymphs, &c., from designs in the manner of Jean 

Goujon, with strapwork, foliage and arabesques round the borders, and 

Cherubs’ masks in high relief in the centre of the frieze, which is also 

enriched with two panels of marqueterie strapwork 
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RENAISSANCE CABINET, of walnut-wood—d ft. 1 in. high, 
3 ft. 7 m. wide—French, 16th Century 

It is shaped as a credence, the upper part enclosed by two cupboard 

doors, the panels of which are carved with interlaced strapwork, 

bordered by paim-leaves and shell-ornament, the lower part fitted with 
two drawers, carved with strapwork merging into female heads, and 

supported on two fluted columns with Ionic capitals, and open shelf 

below 

RENAISSANCE CABINET, of walnut-wood—d ft. 9 an. 
high, 4 ft. w1de—French, 16th Century 

It is constructed in two parts which are enclosed by two cupboard 

doors and with two drawers in the centre, the panels carved in relief 

with Classical warriors and other figures standing in architectural 

niches supported by columns with foliage and arabesque designs in 

marqueterie of wood and ivory, the angles boldly carved with caryatid 

figures, Cherubs, shells, strapwork and sea-horses, and with conven- 

tional foliage and scale pattern round the borders 

See Illustration 

TABLE, of walnut-wood—25 in. square—Italian, 16th 
Century 

It has a plain square top supported on four scroll brackets, which 

rest on a square pediment supported in turn by four cylindrical 

columns and four carved caryatid figures, the base circular, resting on 

four figures of dogs 

PaiR OF TasLEs, of walnut-wood—27 in. square— 
Italian, 17th Century 

They are supported by five columns designed as turned pilasters, 

resting on oblong feet carved with foliage 

101 A Waunor Burret—4 ft. 9 in. high, 4 ft. wide—Italian 

It has two open shelves, the backs of which are boldly carved 

with Cherubs and lions’ masks and strapwork cartouches, the centre 
gadrooned and supported by carved figures of winged gryphons, while 

the top is supported by four columns carved with acanthus leaves and 

gadrooning 

From the De Bruge Collection 
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102 A Wannut Caninet—4 ft. 10 in. high, 4 ft. 9 in. wide 

The front enclosed by four doors fitted with panels of glass, the 

borders painted with scrollwork in imitation of marqueterie inlay, 

and inlaid with oval holly-wood p.nels and lines in box-wood and holly 

103 A Tasue, of walnut-wood—4 ft. 9 m. wide—Italian, 16th 

Century | 

The top carved with a border of foliage and fluting, and supported 

by five vase-shaped balusters carved with foliage, and four fluted 

columns 

104 A RENAISSANCE CABINET, of walnut-wood—6 ft. 
high, 5 ft. 2 in. wide—French, 16th Century 

It is constructed in two parts, both enclosed by two cupboard 

doors, and with two drawers in the centre, the panels of the doors 

carved with figures emblematic of the Seasons, after designs in the 

manner of Jean Goujon, in oval medallions on a ground of foliage and 

strapwork, and the angles boldly carved with caryatid male and female 

figures in high relief, the panels of the drawers carved with Classical 

battle subjects ; the cornice supported by Ionic columns 

See Illustration 

105 A Renaissance Cuest, of walnut-wood—2 /ft. 4 in. high, 
4 ft. 4 in. wide—F'rench, 16th Century 

At present used as a stand for a show-cabinet, the front of the chest is 

finely carved with Renaissance ornament consisting of Cherubs’ masks, 

bucrania, Classical vases and arabesque foliage, arranged beneath five 

arches, with a medallion portrait of a lady in the centre, the ends 

similarly carved with medallion heads, cornucopiz, birds, &c. Sur- 

mounting the chest is a walnut cabinet, with glazed front and ends 

and plate-glass shelves, the borders carved with foliage and strapwork, 

in the 16th Century taste 

106 A Parr or Arm-Cuarrs, of walnut-wood—Italian 

Of X-shape, carved with lions’-masks, human heads, rosettes,’ 

foliage and fluting, the seats and backs stuffed, and covered with 

crimson velvet, the latter being enriched with small applied coats-of- 

arms 

107 -An Arm-Cuair, of walnut-wood—Italsan 

Of similar construction to the preceding, the arms surmounted by 

caryatid figures of Cherubs, and with feet carved as claws 
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A Pair or Peprstats—4 ft. 1 in. high, 14 in. wide—Italian, 
—16th Century 

They are carved with Satyrs’ masks, fruit, foliage and strapwork, 

partly gilt on a painted brown ground 

From the Bardini Collection 

A SHow-TasuE—30 in. wide 

It has a glazed hinged top, the sides supported on a walnut table of 

Italian Renaissance design, the ends carved with caryatid male figures, 

masks and shell ornament 

A Frre-Screen, of walnut-wood—24 in. wide 

The framework carved with foliage and strapwork in the 17th 
Century style, and mounted with an oval panel of velvet, with 

birds and arabesques in appliqué embroidery on white satin 

A Parr or Arm-Cuairs, of walnut-wood—TItalian, 16th 

Century 

The panels of the backs boldly carved in the Renaissance taste 
with caryatid figures, birds and arabesques, and with small figures in 

high relief at the sides, the tops carved with Satyrs’ masks, drapery 

festoons and arabesques, and the arms terminating in rams’ heads 

A Mirror, in walnut frame—36 im. high, 24 im. wide— 

Italoan 

The frame boldly carved with masks, fluting and strapwork, part of 

the carving being gilt 

A Mirror, in walnut frame-—48 in. high, 36 im. wide— 
Ltalaan ; 

The frame carved with a border of fluting and scrollwork, and 
surmounted by a pediment, with Amorini in high relief, supporting 

swags of fruit ; details of the carving gilt 

An Arm-Cuarr, of walnut-wood—English, temp. James II. 

The top and stretcher carved with scrollwork, and the seat and 

back stuffed, and covered with red velvet 

A CHairr, of walnut-wood—French, temp. Louts XITL, 

The back elaborately carved with foliage and interlaced strapwork, 

and the seat covered with green velvet 
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Srx Cxarrs, of walnut-wood—EHnglish, temp. James IT. 

The centres to the backs carved with foliage, shells and strapwork, 

and the tops and stretchers with a coat-of-arms, the seats covered with 

green velvet 

A Settee AnD Two ArmM-CHAIRS 

Stuffed, and entirely covered with pink velvet, and the backs 
decorated with appliqué embroidery 

THREE Patrs oF CuRTAINS, THREE CORNICES, AND SIx 
Houpers, of crimson velvet 

The velvet stamped with a design of foliage and strapwork, in the 

Renaissance taste 

An OvaL SHOow-TABLE—34 in. wide 

It is constructed of mahogany inlaid with arabesques in marque- 

terie, with glazed top and sides, and a glass shelf below 

A MARQUETERIE TABLE—36 in. wide 

Designed in the French taste, the top inlaid with a trelliswork 

panel, and with arabesques round the sides, mounted with or-molu 

corners 

- 

A Smatt ManoGany SHow-CABINET—32 tn. wide 

Designed in the Louis XVI. taste, and shaped as a table, with one 

drawer, and a show-cabinet enclosed by three glazed doors in the 

upper part, mounted with or-molu borders 

A Cuiminc Bracket-CLtock—26 in. high—EHnglish, early 
19th Century 

The movement by John Moore, London, contained in mahogany 

lyre-shaped case carved with foliage and borders of gadrooning 

A Bracxet-CiocKk—23% in. high—French, 18th Century 

The movement by Tallou, d Paris, contained in a Boulle case of 

architectural design, inlaid with scrollwork in brass and white metal 

on tortoiseshell ground, and with Corinthian columns at the angles 

A Persian Carpet—23 ft. by 7 ft. 9 m. 

It is entirely woven with a conventional design of rosette orna- 

ments, formal flowers and foliage in colours on dark blue ground, with 
yellow and blue borders 

Lind of First Day’s Sale 



Second Day’s Sale. 

On WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28, 1922, 

AT ONE O CLOCK PRECISELY. 

OBJECTS OF VERTU AND BIJOUTERIE. 

125 A Crock-WatcH—Hnglish, 18th Century 

The movement by Poller, London, in silver case, the borders and. ho Ai 

back pierced with arabesque foliage, andrepoussé with Marsand Minerva “+ / 

126 A Tasuet-Case—/rench, temp. Louis XVI. 

The sides are of blue ename! engraved beneath with a scale-pattern 

design, mounted with gold borders engraved with foliage, and set on “Ay -<> GY py 

one side with a miniature of a gentleman, wearing wig and green coat 7: eA 

127 A Swnurr-Box, of grey agate and gold—French, temp. 
Louis XV. 

It is shaped as a shell, mounted with gold borders chased with 

scrollwork and sprays of flowers, and with shell thumb-piece 

128 A Watcu—Fnglish, late 18th Century 

The movement by William Anthony, Zondon, in gold case with : 

pearl borders, the back set with a rosette and scrollwork in diamonds } )~ 5 LN 

and pearls on blue enamel ground, surrounded by a band of pale green x 

and red enamel 

From the Dunn-Gardner Collection, 1902 

129 A Sinver PocKxet-Boox—lItalian, 18th Century 

It is pierced with compositions of scroll foliage, introduced among 

which are small figures, animals, &c.—signed PaoLo GATALDI 

- 
f 

q 

\ | 130 | A Rexiquary, of rock-crystal and gold—16th Century ts 
eee NORIO 

Of octagonal shape, the sides faceted and with sunken receptacles 

in the interior, mounted with gold borders engraved with foliage, and 
partly enamelled blue ) 

j RAet 
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131 A Gop Box 20 Gre 

It is shaped as a small oblong casket, engraved with scrollwork on 

aground of green enamel, and studded with rubies and a monogram 

in diamonds, the interior fitted to hold a thimble 

4 

132 An Oxp Enerisn Warcu—London hall-mark, 1770/0 . 

The movement by Howlett, London, in plain gold case and gold 

outer case, the back repoussé with Mars and Venus in border of flowers 

and scrollwork in the Louis XV. taste 

133 A Gotp PEnpant—1l6th Century “/o 

Chased in high relief on one side with the Crucifixion, and on the 

other with the Descent from the Cross—in gold frame, with border of 

chased foliage 

134 A Miniature or a Gentiueman—by N. Hilliard, 1594 © 

The miniature represents a gentleman, viewed three-quarter face 

slightly turned to his right; he wears a black doublet with lace 

collar ; red curtain background ; inscribed in gold, ‘‘ anNo Dom. 1594” 

135 A Miniature or THE Haru or SomersetT—by Peter Oliver, 
1619 4-L- ofp 

He is represented three-quarter face turned to the right, wearing 
black doublet and large embroidered ruff; red curtain background— 

signed in gold with monogram and the date 1619—in gold locket 

136 A Miniature or ApmiraL Lorp Byron—by George Engle- 
heart A 17, rE 

He is viewed three-quarter face turned to his left, with powdered 

hair, wearing blue coat with gold facings, and white cravat—in gold 

locket, with hair at the back 

137 A Miniature or JoHN AttAN Powe, Esa.—by Andrew 

Plumer 

He is. viewed three-quarter face and turned to his right, with dark 

curling hair, wearing dark blue coat and white cravat—in gold locket, 
with hair at the back 

138 A Miniature or Apmrrat Ropinson—by William Wood 

He is viewed three-quarter face turned to his left, with powdered 

hair, wearing blue coat and white cravat—in gold locket, with hair at 
the back 
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A Miniature or Lapy RoLuE—a sketch on paper by 
fi. Cosway, B.A. £4 » 

i ee a 

An unfinished drawing, the face touched with colour, and the rest 

of the portrait in pencil, on paper—in gold locket, with blue enamel 
border 

A MINIATURE OF THE EMPRESS CATHERINE OF RussiAa— 

by Isabey 

She is represented three-quarter face turned to her left, wearing 

fn, 
w 

décolletté red dress, with lace fichu and jewelled tiara and necklace 

—in gold frame set with diamonds 

A Miniature oF Maria Taeresa—bdy Liotard 

She wears a black dress and head-dress—in silver frame pierced and 
‘engraved with arabesque foliage and scrollwork 

Two MINIATURES OF LADIES 

They wear black and white dresses and large hats—in or-molu. 
frames 

A Mintature oF Miss DELANY 

She wears a white dress, and white cap trimmed with pink ribands. 

From the Collection of Admiral Lord Radstock 

An Enamet Portrait oF A GEntTLEMAN—F'rench (School 
of Petitot), temp. Louis XIV. 

He wears full-bottomed wig, armour, and ermine-lined cloak —in 

metal-gilt frame chased with birds and scrollwork, and surmounted 

by a crown 

A Sarp INTAGLIO 

It is engraved with a portrait of Demetrius III. in profile, in the 

style of contemporary Greek work, mounted in a gold ring with a 

diamond on each shoulder 

From the Marlborough Gems 

Figured by Worlidge in his Etchings as a Trbervus 
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146 A Crystat CamEo—16th Century 

It is carved in relief with a profile portrait of Philip II., turned to 
his right ; he wears armour and a cloak; the pauldron engraved with 

the initials of the artist A.F.; mounted in gold frame partly 
enamelled black 

An Arundel Gem 

From the Marlborough Gems 

147 A Gontp Rina—lItalian, 16th Century 

It has an oblong bezel set with a ruby, the bezel mount and 

shoulders chased with strapwork, rosettes and small recumbent figures 

partly enamelled in colours 

148 A Goup PENDANT AND NEcKLET—Greek 2: * 

The pendant designed as a bust of Jupiter, surmounted by a vase- 

shaped ornament, suspended from a plaited gold chain, with wheel- 

shaped clasp 

149 An Ovat CAmMEo—G reek 

Carved with a half-length figure of Victory, holding a wreath and 

palm-branch, on a burnt nicolo, white on black ground, within a raised 
border ; mounted in a gold ring 

From the Collection of Heywood Hawkins, Esq. 

Exhibited at South Kensington, 1862 

150 An Ametuyst Cameo; and a sard intaglio 

The cameo carved in high relief with a bust of a lady; set in a 

gold ring engraved with flowers and enamelled black and white ; the 

intaglio engraved with a chariot; set in a gold ring chased with 

beading and foliage 

151 A Garnet CAMEO 

Carved with a head of a child in high relief ; mounted in gold ring 

152 Two CameEr; two intagli; andascarab “4, 

Carved with profile heads in relief on various stones, three being 
mounted in gold rings ; the scarab mounted with gold as a pendant 

153 A Rina, with a star sapphire cj 72/7, : Y, 

The hoop of gold chased with small caryatid figures in the style 

of the 16th Century, and the bezel mount slightly enamelled 

“a. 154| A Memoriau Rinec—early 18th Century  // Jf. 

i’, 
1 

_— Containing the initials E.W. in gold wire, and two small enamel 
Cupids holding a skull beneath a faceted crystal ; the hoop of gold 

partly enamelled black and white 
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Two Rines 3 Gps 
G 

One set with a square opal ; and the other with an oval cat’s-eye 
surrounded by four small diamonds 

A Rine; a scarf-ring; and an ornament J) 
/ 

The ring set with a pearl on a diamond shell ; the scarf-ring with a 
small diamond heart ; and the ornament, shaped as a crown, entirely 

of diamonds 

Two Rinas 

One enamelled with a portrait of a lady ; and the other pierced 

with trellis, and enamelled blue, white and black 

A Camro Broocw; and two small boxes 

The brooch formed of a small oval cameo carved with Venus Tg a 

fishing for Cupid, in two strata, mounted with gold border ; and the ~ “ 

boxes formed of matrix mounted with gold borders 

A Sinver Rine; and a gold and platinum bracelet 

The ring chased with two gryphons supporting a cabochon ruby ; 

and the bracelet designed as Cupids supporting garlands of -flowers, 

with a monogram in the centre 

Two Bracexets -- 16th Century 

They are formed of sections of a necklace, with square-shaped links 

set with emeralds, rubies and other stones, and the borders slightly 

enamelled, connected by smaller links designed as enamelled flowers 

Two Sinver-cint Fimicrer Boox-Cuasps—17th Century 

One pierced and chased with flowers, partly enamelled white and 

set with garnets ; the other pierced with foliage, and set with faceted 

stones 

A Sinver Frame; and a set of book-mounts—17th Century 

The frame, of circular shape, pierced and chased with medallion 

heads on a groundwork of masks, foliage and strapwork ; the book- 

mounts pierced and chased with flowers and shells 
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163 A Street ORNAMENT; a silver filigree book-clasp; and two 
belt-fastenings Is File 

The steel ornament designed as two dragons, in the style of 16th 

Century workmanship, with a pendant pearl attached; the book- 

clasp of filigreework set with stones ; and the belt-fastenings chased 

with foliage and partly enamelled 
— 

- + LA - . x 
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ty wll fe A , 164\ A Square Sinver Box—F’ench, 18th Century; and three 

cap ia te other pieces — 
eee, 

The box chased with animals, shells and scrollwork, and containing 

a mechanical appliance, in leather case 

> ee | 
fara ~3 bed, 

METALWORK. 

165 An Iron Locxk—6} in. by 74 in. 

It is of rectangular shape, the borders pierced with Gothic tracery, 
and the catch formed as a dragon 

166 A Stren Key—F'rench, 16th Century 22 jr 

The shaft rectangular and pierced a jour with panels of tracery, 
and with a circular centre chased on either side with a Satyr’s mask 

From the Spitzer Collection 

167 A Larger Kuy—French, 16th Century 32°" 

Of very similar form to the preceding, the shaft surmounted by a 

group of four dolphins supporting a fleur-de-lys 

From the Spitzer Collection 

168 Five Sreex Keys—16th and 17th Centuries “2¢ 

Of various designs, the bows cast and chased with winged gryphons” 

masks and scrollwork 

169 THREE SinverR Keys—F'rench, 18th Century 

The bows of two pierced with interlaced strapwork, and chased 

with small caryatid figures, the shaft of the third engraved with 

foliage, and the bow pierced with scrollwork 

170 Two Sruver Boox-Crases—17th Century 

One is pierced and engraved with an intricate design of scroll 

foliage introducing a crown and emblems ; the other, of larger propor 
tions, embossed and chased with fruit, scroll foliage and strapwork 
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-177 A Prreeruan Canenpar, of brass—L'rench, 17th Century = 

178 
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A S1nver-Movuntep Maaniryina-Guass—34 in. dian.— 

French, 18th Century | S tyra LV 

Mounted with a silver border chased with fleur-de-lys, and a flat 
handle pierced with scrollwork and chased with small winged gryphons 

A DageErR—152 in. long—17Tth Century 15 

The guard spirally fluted, and the hilt and pommel of steel designed 

as bands of fluting and rosette ornaments 

From tke Field Collection, 1898 

A Sreet SnapHaunce—Italian, 17th Century Qa 7? 

The flint is held in a bird’s beak supported by a coiled dragon, and 

the steel supported by a figure of a monkey ; at the ends are entwined 

serpents grasping foliage 

A Tox-Pircs, of bright steel—TItalian yO 

Chiselled with a Satyr’s mask, groups of fruit and strapwork on a 
matted ground 

A Steet Snurr-Box, by A. Fresca, 1691 

The lid chiselled with a profile medallion portrait surrounded by 

arabesques terminating in masks, the sides chased with foliage and 

the base engraved with a subject from Roman History in strapwork 

border—the lid signed inside ‘‘ Acqua Fresca, 1691” 

THe Hitt or a Smatu Sworp, of steel—Lrench, temp. 
Lows XV, 

The shell guard and pommel are both finely chased with hunting 

scenes and subjects from Atsop’s Fables, the guard bound with wire 

From the Dunn-Gardner Collection, 1902 

With movable dials and flat handles pierced and chased with 

arabesque foliage and strapwork 

From the Spitzer Collection 

Two Sinver Frames—17th Century ; and a steel thimble 

- One frame of repoussé silver, the border designed as winged monsters 

and vases among scroll foliage and flowers, with figure of Cupid at 

the top; the other of filigree work with borders of flowers and 

foliage ; the thimble chased’ with flowers a 
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179 A “BUFFE,” OR VISOR, to be used in conjunction with 
an open helmet—Jfrench (Lowvre) School, circa 1570 

It is composed of two plates, the upper one finishing in a cabled 
border, a little way below which is embossed and pierced the series of 

slits that form the occularia. The upper plate fits over the bevor or 
chin plate, and can be lowered at pleasure by pressing in a spring 

catch. The whole surface is embossed ; surface-chased and entirely 

gilt, with the exception of the straps, which were reserved in the 

brightened steel. The design chosen for its enrichment seems 
founded upon the lines employed upon the celebrated suit made for 

Henri II, now preserved in the Louvre. Broad flat straps divide its 

surface into a series of variously shaped panels, the two most 

prominent containing subjects of Children Fighting and the 

Reconciliation. The lower panels contain delicate imaginary foliage. 

The work is executed in very low relief upon a field worked to a 

matted surface. The less exposed parts of the buffe are deeply 

etched with interlaced scrollwork ; across the top runs a !gadrooned 

edge 

The buffe belongs to the “ Colbert” casque, formerly im 
the Collection of the Duc de Dino and now in the Metro- 
politan Musewm, New York. It ws illustrated and fully 

described by the laie Sir Guy Laking, Bart., in “ Huro- 
pean Armour and Arms,” vol. ww, pp. 182-188 

The casque, with this buffe, was probably gwen by 
Catherine de Medici to Ferdinand I., Grand Duke of 
Tuscany. They are shown in a portrait of the Grand 

Duke by Scipione Pulzone, called Gaetano, now im the 
long gallery leading from the Uffizs to the Pittt Palace 

From the Collection of the late F’. P. Sequwier, Hsq., 1908 

See Illustration 
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WOODWORK. 

180 Vuucan: a box-wood statuette—4} im. high—on ebonised 
pedestal—tItalean, 16th Century Ob 

He is represented as a bearded man seated on a tree-stump, his 

right arm resting on an anvil and with a hammer held in his left hand 

From the Shattock Collectron 

Hxhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

See Illustration 

181 A Satyr: a box-wood statuette—41 am. high—on ebonised 
pedestal—Italian, 16th Century 

This is a copy in miniature of the Antique marble of the clapping 
Faun in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence, and represents-a Satyr playing 

the cymbals and pressing with his right foot a scabelum 

From the Shattock Collection 

See Illustration 

182 Aw Inrant: a box-wood figure—44 im. high—on ebonised 
pedestal— Flemish, early 17th Century—probably by 
Francesco du Quesnoy, called Il Fiammingo 

The figure represents a boy seated with his arms outstretched 

See Illustration 

183 A Box-woop PLaque—4? tn. high, 33 im. wide—in ebonised 
frame—German, 16th Century | 

Delicately carved in relief, with a group of four figures representing 
Christ bound and crowned with thorns and brought before Pilate, 
with a Roman soldier on his right side holding a staff 

From the Shattock Collection 

184 Four Hornseam Groups—2¢ in. high, 24 in. wide—German, 
16th Century 

They represent the four Evangelists. St. Matthew seated and 

accompanied by an angel, with a book before him; St. Mark seated, 
his right hand resting on the head of a lion, with a book beside him 

on the left ; St. Luke seated among ruins and writing, with an ox at 
his feet ; St. John seated with his right hand resting on a book, with 

an eagle beside him and a cabinet at the back 

From the Shattock Collection 
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~ 185 Two Box-woop CARVINGS, on ebonised stands—German, 

Or late 16th Century 

ae They are designed as Memento Mori, and represent a head and 

skull coiled with serpents and reptiles 

From the Shattock Collectton 

186 A PraR-woop Group—23 in. high—Flemtsh, 17th Century 

The group represents the Descent from’ the Cross, the figures 

being delicately carved in full relief 

From the Shattock Collection 

187 An Ovat PEAR-woop MeEpauiion—4} in. by 34 in.— 
Spanish, 17th Century 

The frame delicately carved and pierced a jour, with arabesque 

foliage, enclosing in the centre a medallion carved on one side with 

the Assumption of the Virgin, and on the reverse with Saint Bruno 

From the Shattock Collection 

188 A Communion Spoon, of lime—8} im. long—on ebonised 
stand—German, 17th Century 

The* bowl is carved on each side with Scriptural subjects and 

inscriptions, with the Crucifixion in relief where the stem connects 

with the bowl, the handle carved with small figures in niches, and with 

a crouching figure at the end 

From the Shattock Collection 

189 Two Box-woop Knire-Hanpues—34 im. high—on ebonised 
plinths—Italian, 17th Century 

One is carved with Judith holding the head of Holofernes, and the 

other designed as a statue of Hercules holding a club and witha lion’s 

skin thrown over his left shoulder 

From the Shattock Collection 

190 Two Box-woop Praques— Flemish, 16th Century 

One carved in relief, with a male mask, supported by foliage, and 

with rosette ornaments at the sides terminating-in masks; the other 

carved as a winged lion’s mask 

From the Shattock Collection 
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191 A Prar-woop PrAQuE, in ebonised frame—lI[talsan; and 

one—4 wn. by 2} am. 

The first plaque is carved with a design, in the French 14th 

Century taste (probably a mirror case), and depicts the Saviour, the 

Virgin and other figures in a circular compartment. It is probably of 
17th Century workmanship. The other is decorated with a military 
trophy carved in low relief 

From the Shattock Collection 

192 A Cup, of walnut—3 in. high—Flemish, 17th Century 

It is shaped as a cylinder and carved with figures of children in 
relief, allegorical of Earth, Air, Fire and Water 

From the Shattock Collectton 

193 Two Ovat Box-woop MeEpatuions—74 in. by 6 im.— 
English, early 18th Century 

One is carved with a portrait of Sir Robert Walpole, and the other 

with a portrait of the Duke of Newcastle, both represented nearly 

full face, wearing wigs 

From the Shattock Collection 

194 A Pipz-Bow1, of pear-wood—F'rench, 18th Century 

It is carved with a terminal female figure supporting a medallion 
of Venus and Cupid, and with garlands of flowers and a Satyr’s mask 

at the top, mounted with silver 

From the Shattock Collection 

195 A Distarr; two spindels and a needle-case, of box-wood— 

Italian or French, 17th Century 

They are carved with small groups of figures, masks and foliage 

ornaments, and loose rings carved out of the solid 

From the Shattock Collection 

196 A Box-woop Spoon—German, 17th Century ; and a plaque, 
of plane—f’rench, 19th Century 

The former with plain bowl and short handle carved with a male 

mask, with a skull at the back ; the latter carved with a child’s face 

wearing a cap, and foliage at the sides, by Charles Le Pecq of 

Tourville 

From the Shattock Collection 
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197 A Grove, of pear-wood—23 in. high—German, 18th Century 

It represents a lady and gentleman seated wearing early 18th 

century costume, and the lady resting her hand on the globe 

From the Shattock Collection 

198 A FicurE oF A Satyr, box-wood—12 im. high—Flemash, 
17th Century 

The figure represents a youth playing the flute, with a lion’s-skin 

thrown over his left shoulder ; he leans against a pedestal 

199 A Ficure or a Man—6 in. high—on silver-mounted plinth 
—16th Century 

The figure represents an athlete with his right hand behind his 

back and his left hand behind his head 

200 A MEDALLION AND PENDANT, of pear-wood—Greco-fussian, 

16th Century; and a cross, of box+wood—Grzco- 
Bussian, 17th Century 

They are very delicately pierced and minutely carved with scenes 

from the life of Christ 

201 A Box-woop Mepatuion—1i m. diam.—German, 16th 
Century 

It is carved with a profile portrait of Desiderius Erasmus on a 

ground pricked with a foliage design 

From the Shattock Collection 

202 Four CHEssMEN, of pine- and pear-wood—German, 16th 
Century 

Two of them carved as small statuettes of men wearing 
16th Century costume, and the others designed as busts 

203 A Ficure oF A CHILD, of box-wood—d} in. high—Flemish, 
17th Century; and two busts of the Saviour and Virgin 
—Flemish, late 16th Century 

904 <A Snurr-Borrue, formed of a nut—flemish, 17th Century 

It iscarved with a procession of Bacchanalian figures in high relief, 
with a chariot drawn by goats, mounted with gilt borders and cone- 

shaped stopper 

From the Wertheimer Sale, 1892 
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205 A Heap or a Jester—French, 16th Century; a box; and 

a fragment—17th Century 

The head of a jester is carved in box-wood and wears a close-fitting 

cap; the box carved with a mask and foliage ; and the fragment 

pierced and carved with a small bust of a king, supported by Nymphs 

on either side 

206 A Casket, of walnut—6? im. wide—F'rench, early 18th 
Century; and a pear-wood plaque—3#% in. by 44 m.— 
French 

The casket has a hinged lid and is entirely carved with scroll 
foliage in the style of Baguet de Nancy; the plaque carved in low 
relief with three Cupids and laurel branches 

207 A Watnut Panen—112 in. by 64 in.—French, 16th Century 

Carved in the centre with a figure of Minerva holding a shield and 
spear and standing beneath an arch, surrounded by branches of foliage, 

Cherubs’ heads and Cherubs seated on birds, carved in relief and 

designed in the Renaissance taste 

From the Shattock Collection 

208 <A Pangt, of walnut—16} wm. by 7 m.—French, middle of the 
16th Century 

Carved with a Renaissance design of caryatid figures supporting a 
conventional arrangement: of strapwork, with a mask of Cupid in the 

centre, and a grotesque figure of a Satyr seated at the top, with 

pendant swags of fruit at the sides 

From the Shattock Collection 

209 A Panet, of walnut—6 im. by 15 m.—in glazed frame— 
French, 18th Century 

Designed as a frame, with a sunken panel in the centre very 

delicately carved with a bouquet of flowers in high relief, with trailing 

branches of convolvuli and wheat-ears at the sides, the border carved 

with tendrils, introduced among which are vases and amatory trophies 

From the Shattock Collection 

210 A CrrcutarR Waunut Merpannion-—13 in. diam.—F'rench, 

18th Century; and an upright walnut plaque—10 in. 
high, 42 on. wide—LItalran, 17th Century 

The former carved in high relief with a group of Charity ; and the 

latter with a female figure wearing Classical drapery, and holding a 

wreath of flowers 

From the Shattock Collection 
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211 A Parr or Panens, of walnut-wood—12} in. high, 63 m. 
wide—Lrench, 16th Century 

Carved with formally arranged sprays of scroll foliage in the centre, 
and each has an oval medallion carved with Cupid and a flaming vase 
on either side ; at the top are wheat-ears, and at the base an altar 

From the Taylor Collectson, 1912 

212 An Oak PanEL—17 a. high, 134 a. wide—in glazed frame 
—F'rench, 16th Century 

This is finely carved with a Satyr’s mask in high relief, who holds 

in his mouth the stems of two sprays of scroll foliage, from among the 

branches of which issue two small Amorini and two monsters’ heads ; 

supported by the Satyr’s mask is a canopy beneath which are two 

gryphons’ heads, while above appears the head of a child 

From the Taylor Collection, 1912 

OBJECTS OF ART. 

213 Two Wax Portralts oF A GENTLEMAN AND YoutTH, by 
Miss Casella 

The first represents a man in 16th Century costume, with jewelled 

black and gold doublet and large ruff; the other, an Italian youth 

wearing black costume embroidered with arms, red cap, and holding a 

mandoline 

214 Two Wax Retizrs, by R. C. Lucas 

One represents the head of Minerva, and the other of Jupiter, 
both viewed in profile 

215 A Rock-Crrstat Batt—4?in. diam.—wood stand—Japanese 

216 A SmanuER Dirro—3$ in. diam. 

The ball has a loop handle at the top for suspension, carved out 
of the solid 

Formerly the property of Tipoo Sahib 

917 A Roox-Crystan Bati—3 in, diam.—J apanese 

218 AnoTHER—38 in. diam.—Japanese 
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219 A Rock-Crystan BEAKER—2 in. high 

Carved to represent a glass of water, out of a block of exceptionally 

- Clear rock-crystal 

220 Hiaut Rock-Crystan Liqueur-Curs 

Of varying sizes, each with one handle, the sides carved with fluting: 

221 A Rocgc-Crystan Vase—93 in. high—French, 19th Century 

It is of oblong shape, and carved out of a large block of crystal 

slightly tinted with pink ; the shoulders carved with grotesque masks 

in relief ; it is signed beneath the foot, E, LEVIELLE, Paris 

222 “Ta Fringuse”: a rock-crystal statuette—91 in. high— 
French, 19th Century 

The statuette represents a figure of a woman, allegorical of Winter 

with flowing garments drawn closely round her; it is signed on the 
base, GEORGES LEMAIRE 

223 A Rocx-Crystan Vase—3# in. high—Italian 

It is shaped as a deep bowl, delicately engraved with birds and: 
branches in horizontal bands, and supported on a slender stem and. 

circular foot, the borders and stem mounted with gold bands enamelled. 

blue and white, in the style of the 16th Century 

224 “A Grass Ewer—il m. high—Viennese, 19th Century 

The body of oviform shape, carved with fluting and elaborately 

engraved with medallion heads and arabesque foliage terminating in 

gryphons, mounted on silver foot enamelled with arabesques, in the 
16th Century taste 

Hahibited at the 1851 Hahibition 

From the Maskell Collection 

9225 A Ser or Ten MopELs oF THE CULLINAN DIAMONDS — in 

case 

226 A Smatt CasKket, of brown agate—B31 in, wide—L1Tth. 
Century 

It is shaped as an oblong box, with hinged lid mounted with 
silver-gilt borders, decorated with scrollwork and bands of cording 

From the Collection of A. A. Webb, Esq., 1891 
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227 A Parr or Smatu Vases, of red and green jasper—3 in. 
high 

They are of oviform shape, one having a cover mounted with gold 
borders enamelled in colours, in the style of the 16th Century, and 

the cover surmounted by a pearl 

228 A Bust or Mars, of onyx—8} in. high—on porphyry 
pedestal 

The bust represents a bearded warrior, with Classical drapery 

round his shoulders, wearing a winged helmet surmounted by a dragon, 
carved in onyx with red and green strata 

229 A Casxet, of ebony—16 wm. wide—Indian, 18th Century 

It is of oblong shape, with hinged top and a drawer in the lower 

part, the top and sides boldly carved with large formal flowers and 

foliage, partly inlaid with ivory, and mounted with silver corners and 

rosette ornaments 

From the: Hatlstone Collectton 

230 A CasKeEt, of walnut-wood—10 in. high—North Italtan, late 
15th Century 

It is shaped as a hexagonal box, decorated round the sides with 

bone plaques carved with figures in high relief, and with spirally fluted 

bone columns at the angles; the borders inlaid with geometrical 

patterns in intarsia-work, and the lid decorated with bone plaques 
carved with figures and foliage 

e 

231 An Oak PLAquE—14 in. by 84 in.—LHnglish, 16th Century ; 
and a walnut frame—23 in. by 164 in. 

The panel is carved with geometrical patterns andannular ornaments, 

and probably formed the lid for a box; the frame of walnut-wood 
carved with scrolls and beading, and mounted with a red velvet back 
as a stand for miniatures 

232 An Iranian FRAME, of gilt-wood and gesso—36 in. high, 
254 in. wide—16th Century 

It is of architectural design, with shaped pediment, supported by 
two spirally fluted columns 

233 A VENETIAN Brass Disa—16! in. diam.—16th Century 

The whole surface engraved with an intricate arabesque design 
under Saracenic influence 
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ANOTHER—17 in. diam.—16th Century 

Very similarly decorated to the preceding, but the centre 
ornamented with raised panels in the outline of an expanded 

flower 

A Coprer JARDINIERE—22 in. wide—Italian, 17th Century 

It is shaped as an oval bowl, embossed with vertical fluting and 

with scroll handles at the ends, on four claw feet, the whole surface 

bronzed 

A Pewter DisH—21 in. diam.—by Gilbert Marks, 1899 

The centre decorated with fishes among waves and the border with 

lily blossoms and leaves 

A LarcGe Copper DisH—31 in. dtam.—Persian; and a 

bronze bowl 

The dish elaborately engraved with medallion portraits surrounded 

by bands of inscriptions, and with the Sun and Lion of Persia in the 
centre; the bowl of octagonal shape, engraved with figures and 

conventional ornament 

An AXE AND DAaucGER—Persian 

The axe has an engraved and nielloed head, and the handle, which 

unscrews and contains a knife, is engraved with a foliage design ; the 

dagger and sheath decorated with characters and foliage inlaid 

in silver 

A Parr or Anpirons, of bronze and or-molu—8 in. high— 
French 

Designed as gryphons supported on scrollwork chased in the 

Louis XV. manner 

A TasriEe-Crock—17 m. high—German, late 16th Century 

It is designed as an architectural tower with dome at the top, the 

whole of metal-gilt engraved with fruit, foliage and strapwork, and 

surmounted by small emblematic figures which hold the strikers, the 

base repoussé and chased with strapwork 

Two Curr-Bovuintt1 Vases—13 in. and 114 in. long—1Tth 
Century 

One embossed with gryphons in relief; and the other stamped 

with bands and borders of a conventional rosette design 
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A Smatt Ivory Bust; anda mother-o’-pearl plaque—18th. 
Century 

The bust represents a bearded man, and is signed I. B. X. Ft, 

1732 (Jean Baptiste Xavery); the plaque, which was probably the lid 

of a snuff-box, carved with Susannah and the Elders 

An Ivory Casxer—9 wn. wide; and two amulets 

The casket carved with a coat-of-arms in relief; and the amulets, 

probably Indian, decorated with engraved beading and lines 

a) 

A Dreryon, of ivory—3} om. wide—French, 14th Century 

One leaf is carved with the Adoration of the Magi, and the other 

with the Crucifixion, both beneath Gothic arches 

From the Shattock Collection 

A Lear From A Drirtycn, of ivory—3 m. by 1f in.— 
French, 14th Century 

Carved with the Adoration of the Magi beneath three Gothic 
arches 

From the Shattock Collectton 

An Ivory PLaque—42 in. by 3 im.—Flemish, late 16th 
Century 

The plaque is carved in relief, with the subject of Tamiris placing 

the head of Cyrus in a bag in the presence of two warriors—signed with 
the monogram P.G, 

A Panet oF FrENcH BrocapE—40 in. by 42 inm.—18th 
Century; and two panels of Italian appliqué velvet 
embroidery—27 a. by 10 an. 

The brocade woven with flowers and foliage in colours and gold 

thread on lavender-blue ground ; the velvet decorated with ara- 

besques in appliqué work of yellow silk 

A CoveruEt, of embroidered silk—Indo-Portuguese, 17th 
Century 

It is worked with a design of formal tulips and other flowers in 
white silk on a ground of pink silk 

A Japanese Lacquer Tray—i8} in. by 275 in. 

It is decorated with ravens perched on a flowering plant in black 

and gold lacquer, and enriched with inlays of tinted mother-of-pearl 
round the border, decorated with diaper patterns in nashiji lacquer 
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A CHINESE Bronze JARDINIERE—26 in. diam. 

Of circular shape, decorated with borders of key pattern, and the 

exterior engraved with petal-shaped panels of archaic ornamen’ and 

key pattern 

A CaineseE Lacquer Figure or BuppHa—124 in. high— 

on wood stand; a Japanese bronze koré and cover ; and 

a Satsuma pottery figure of a kylin 

A PorcELAIN CisteRN—14} in. diam. 

The exterior enamelled with lotos plants growing in a stream, in 

the Chinese famille-verte taste 

A Parr oF CHINESE PORCELAIN VASES AND COVERS— 

47 in. high—on wood stands—Kten-Lung 

The vases are decorated with blue lambrequin panels round the 

shoulders and base, in the Nankin taste, with formal foliage reserved in 
white, the centres enriched with European coats-of-arms, kylins and 

flower-sprays in colours. The covers, which do not belong to the 

vases, are enamelled with peonies and lotos in famille-rose, with black 

tops surmounted by biscuit figures of kylins 

SCULPTURE. 

A Parr oF Vases, of veined pink marble—104 a. high, 
123 in. wide 

They are formed as boat-shaped vessels carved with fluting round 

the lower part, and with scroll handles at the ends carved with foliage 

and fruit 

A STATUETTE OF A GLADIATOR—28 im. high 

Sculptured in statutary white marble after the Antique 

St. JouN THE Baptist: a bust—94 im. high—on wood 
plinth—Florentine, second half of the 15th Century 

The bust represents St. John as a child, with a rough garment of 

camel’s hair over his shoulder and a hood formed of a lion’s-skin 

Hxhoibited at the Hxhtbition of Italian Art, New 
Gallery, 1893 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 
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257 A Mask or A Woman—by Francesco Lawrana—late 15th 
Century 

The mask is sculptured in marble which has been given a brownish 
tint ; there are remains of colour in the eyes. It probably represents 

an idealised portrait of Beatrice of Aragon, She is represented with 
her head turned slightly to the left and gazing downward. Around 

the head and shoulders have been added drapery of bronze-gilt by the 

. late W. Onslow Ford, R.A., the border of the drapery being engraved 

with a Gothic design 

A number of masks almost identical in type are still to be found 

in, or can be traced to, the south of France, where Laurana was 

employed by King René and others during the last quarter of the 

15th Century; such masks are to be seen in the Museums of 

Villeneuve-les-Avignon, Aix-en-Provence, Bourges, Chambéry, and 

Puy-en-Velay 

This mask is said to have been part of a monument in a church 

at Avignon, destroyed in 1793 

Illustrated in the “ Art Journal,” 1905, p. 153, and in 

“ Les Arts,” June, 1905, p. 41 

Exhibited at the Burlingtan Fine Aris Club, 1912 

Mentioned in “ Italiantsche Portrastsculpturen,” by 
W. Bode, p. 11 

See Illustration 

958 A Prorite Portrait oF A Yours, sculptured in marble— 
16 in. high, 104 in. wide—in gilt arch-shaped frame— 
Florentine, second half of the 15th Century 

The relief shows a portrait of a youth with flowing hair bound with 

a laurel wreath ; he wears Classical armour, with a winged bust on the 

breastplate. 

The relief has been ascribed to Laurana, but seems more probably 

to be the work of a Florentine sculptor 

From the Collection of Monsieur Edmund Bonaffe 

Illustrated wm the “ Art Journal,” 1905, p. 153 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1912 

259 <A Bust or A Man, in white marble—20 im. high—LItalian 

The bust represents a youth in the costume of the end of the 15th 

Century, wearing a doublet fastened closely at the neck and a closely- 

fitting cap 
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260 A Heap or a Cain, in terra-cotta—74 im. high—Flemish. 

(School of Frammingo), 17th Century 

The bust represents a head of a baby slightly turned to the 
right 

¥61 A Bust or a Lapy, in terra-cotta—18 in. high 

The bust represents a lady in Italian 15th Century costume, her 
hair bound with a fillet, and the whole painted and partly gilt 

End of Second Day’s Sale 
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Third Day’s Sale. 

On THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1929, 

AT ONE O'CLOCK PRECISELY. 

ENGLISH SILVER—A? per Oz. 

oz. dwt. 
A CrrountaR TEa-Por; and an oblong  toast- 

rack—1817 : ‘ ; : - 26 0 

The tea-pot spirally fluted and with gadrooned border ; 
the toast-rack reeded 

A Cream-Boat—1766; and a cream-jug—1742 . 4 17 

Both plain with escalloped edges, supported on three 

feet 

A Boat-SHAPED SvuaGar-Basket — 1791; and a 

sugar-sifter . : ‘ nit aes : eS 

The border pierced with a band of trelliswork, and with 

reeded border and handle ; fitted with a blue glass liner 

A Siuver-Gitt Cream-Jvua—1773 : : ; 4 6 

Shaped as a figure of a cow, with a fly on her back 

Four Ovat SALTCELLARS—1771 : : eo ee: 3 

The sides pierced with scrollwork and with gadrooned 

edges, supported on ball-and-claw feet; fitted with blue 
glass liners 

A Pair OF SMALLER Ditrro—l1776; and two 
spoons ; : ; : : ; -° tor eo 

The sides pierced with trelliswork, and the bodies 

gadrconed ; fitted with blue glass liners 
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A Cup; and an inkstand—1810. : : , 

The cup engraved with flowers and scrollwork ; the 
inkstand shaped as a Classical lamp with vine border, and 

serpent handle 

A Fisa-Srice—1768; and two pairs of sugar- 
nippers ; : ; ; 

The fish-slice has a triangular blade pierced with 
scrollwork, and feathered-edge handle ; one pair of sugar- 

nippers is gilt 

A Cuarues II. Spoon—1683; and a Queen Anne 

spoon—1703 ; , ; ‘ ‘ : 

The earlier spoon is rat-tailed, and both the bowl and 

handle decorated with scrollwork ; the other has a plain 

rat-tailed bowl and shield-top handle 

A CorrEer-Pot—1727 : 

The barrel plain, and with straight spout, the borders 
reeded 

An Ovat Trayv—6# wm. wide—1747; and a mug— 

Newcastle, 1771 : 

The tray has an escalloped border, moulded with shells ; 

the mug plain 

THree SuGar-VasEes, Covers anpD LapiEs— 

82 m. and TZ im. hagh—by Dan Prers, 1754— 
in case 

The vases have gadrooned borders and open scroll 
handles supported by shells, the lower part decorated 
with batswing fluting 

AN O1L-AND-VINEGAR E'RAME—1779 

It has a boat-shaped stand with beaded border, chased 

with rams’ heads at the ends, and is fitted with two silver- 

mounted cut-glass ewers 

A QuEEN AnnE CastoR—-by C. Adam, 1705— 
64 in. high. ; ‘ 

The lower part fluted and the top pierced with scroll 

foliage and trelliswork, and partly engraved 

(IN, 27) 

oz. dwt. 

14 15 
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THREE CHARLES ITI. CASTORS—-6# mm. and 
5 om. high—by Anthony Nelme, 1684 : . 

They are of cylindrical shape, encircled by reeded bands, 

the tops pierced with rosette ornaments and surmounted 

by spiral fluting and small balusters, the feet convex and 

similarly pierced 

A Parr or WinniamM and Mary Tazze—8} in. 
diam.—l691_ . : ; : . : ; 

The centres engraved with a coat-of-arms in scroll 

mantling, and the borders and feet embossed with 

spiral gadrooning 

A Wiunrtiam III. Tazza—10 im. diam.—1694— 
maker's mark, JA monogram 

The centre engraved with a monogram, and the border 

and foot embossed with gadrooning 

ANOTHER—9} in. diam.—by Benjamin Pine, 1694 . 

Nearly similar to the preceding, but the centre engraved 

with a shield 

A Wiuuram III. Tazza—133 im. diam.—1696— 
maker's mark, WK with pellets 

The centre engraved with a coat-of-arms in scroll 

mautling, and the border and foot embossed with'gadrooning 

A WILLIAM AND MARY PORRINGER AND 
COVER—9 in. high, 64 wm. dtam.—1689— 
maker's mark, RC with six pellets, mn dotted oval 

The bow] nearly cylindrical, engraved round the lip and 

base with acanthus foliage in outline with matted surface, 

the handles designed as scrolls chased with foliage and 

surmounted by Cherubs’ heads, the borders gadrooned, and 

the cover surmounted by a fluted vase-shaped knob 

From the Dixon Collection, 1911 

982 A Parr oF Sitver-Gitt Boxes anpD CovERS— 

53 in diam.—Hinglish, late 17th Century 

They are of octagonal shape, the sides chased with 

Apollo and Daphne and other subjects in panels, with 

spiral columns at the angles, and the alternate panels 

decorated with applied vases of flowers in small alcoves, 

the feet chased with groups of fruit, and the lids with 

subjects from Classical history in borders of festoons of 

flowers, with small busts in high relief 

From Burghley House 

oz. dwt. 

is 16 

19 8 

14 19 

13 46 

30. 18 

36 18 

45 16. 
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A Queen ANNE Sitver-Gitt Cup AND CovER— 

94 in. high—by Thomas Folkingham, 1711 

The cup has a rib round the centre, while both the 

lower part of the bowl and the top of the cover are 

decorated with vertical ribs in relief, the handles shaped 

as plain scrolls 

A QuEEN ANNE Sitver-Gitt PorRINGER—by 

Richard Green, 1711 

It is embossed with a shield, corded band, and spiral 

fluting, and the handles formed as S-shaped scrolls 

A GerorcGs I. Porrincer—by Thos. Mason, 1718 . 

Embossed with fluting, a corded band, and a shield 

surmounted by a Cherub 

A Georce I. TANKARD AND CovER—1717 

The barrel plain and the cover domed, with fluted 

thumb-piece 

A Greorce II. TAnKARD AND CovER—1739 

Nearly similar to the preceding 

A TanxarpD—/hall-mark, 1736 2 e 

It has a spout and cover added at a later date 

A Two-HanpteD Bown—8 im diam.—by Gilbert 
Marks, 1896 : : 

The sides embossed and chased with a broad band of 

poppies and acanthus foliage on a matted ground 

A Bow.t; a muffineer; two small saltcellars and 

spoons ; a serviette-ring; and two knife-rests . 

oz. dwt. 
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SILVER—All at. 

291 Five Onive-Spoons—18th Century 

The bowls delicately pierced and engraved with trelliswork and 

scroll foliage, with spike-top handles 

292 An OoctaconaL Casket—10 in. wide —(gross weight, 

54 oz. 12 dwt.) 

The cover and sides set with enamel plaques painted with a figure 

subject allegorical of Spring and crocus blossoms in various colours, 

with the crowned initials E.R. and the date 1902 

993 Twertve Sinver-GiILtt DEssERT-KNIVES AND FoRKS 

The handle mounts slightly engraved ; the handles of pale green 

jade 

FOREIGN SILVER.—AJ at. 

294 A ParcEeL-Gint PrG-TanKaRD AND CovER—7 in. high— 

Scandinavian, 17th Century—(weight, 29 oz. 13 dwt.) 

The barrel cylindrical, and engraved with landscapes and figures in 

three oval medallions on a ground of repoussé scrollwork and masks, 

the cover engraved with a coat-of-arms 

295 <A Sinver-Gint TanKarD AND CovER—8 in. high—German, 

early 17th Century—(weight, 24 oz. 5 dwt.) 

The barrel engraved with panels of formal flowers and foliage, and 

with raised lobe-shaped panels round the borders chased with Cherubs - 

and groups of fruit, the handle designed as a caryatid female figure, 

and the thumb-piece as a Cherub’s head 

296 A Parcen-Giut CanisterR—Augsburg, early 18th Century— 
(weight, 22 oz. 15 dwt.) 

Decorated with two bands of engraved foliage in plain lobed 
border 

297 A Parr or SuGcar-Castors—8} in high—Dutch—(weight 
26 oz. 7 dwt.) 

The lower part chased with rosettes and trelliswork in gadrooned 
borders, and the tops pierced 
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298 A Smaut TrRA-Kerriue—Duich 

It is of plain octagonal shape, with ivory handle, on stand with 

lamp 

299 A Cream-Jua; and two French wine-tasters—(wedght, 
IT oz.) 

The cream-jug a copy of a Greek design, with foliage decoration 

on the handle; the wine-tasters formed as small circular bowls 

300 A Dussert-Stanp ; a fluted sugar-basin; and an engraved 

cup—(werght, 10 oz. 10 dwt.) 

301 Tree PLuateD Brapep DisH-Covers; a soufflé-dish; a 

saucepan, on stand with lamp; a wine-funnel; and a 
cigar-lighter 

- 802 Two Oak Puate-CHEsts 

GREEK COINS—ZIJn7 Silver. 

303 Loxris. Opous: Stater, head of Persephone to left, 
crowned with corn; rev. QTONTION, nude figure of the 

Locrian Ajax charging to right, armed with helmet, 
sword and shield, a serpent on inner side of shield, and 

two spears on the ground between the Hero’s legs—very 
fine and rare 1 

From the Benson Collection, 1909 

304 Magnesia. Tetradrachm, Head of Artemis to right, wearing 
? diadem, hair rolled and tied in a bunch at top of neck, 

the shoulders draped, and with bow and quiver showing 
behind; rev. MATNHTOQN TAYSANIAS TAYTANIOY. 

Apollo standing to left and filleted branch in his right 
hand, his left arm resting on the top of a tall tripod 
placed to right; on top of the tripod a modius, in ergue 

meander pattern, the whole within a plaited wreath of 

laurel—eaceedingly fine and rare 
From the Bunbury Collection 

From the Benson Collection, 1909 
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PERGAMUM. Eumenes I., Tetradrachm, diademed head of 

king to right; vev. ®JAETAIPOY, Pallas enthroned, 

holding shield in front, ivy-leaf in field, A on throne and 
bon behind legend—fine portrait 

From the Benson Collection, 1909 

Puinie V. Didrachm, diademed head of king to right; 
rev. BASIAEOS ®IAITTOY, club, three monograms; the 

whole within oak-wreath, outside wreath trident—very 

fine and rare 

F'rom the Benson Collection, 1909 

CarTHAGE. Tetradrachm, head of Persephone to left, hair 
wreathed with corn, around four dolphins; rev. Punic 
inscription, horse’s head and neck to left, behind date- 
palm 

From the Warren Collectson, 1909 

THasos. Stater, Satyr kneeling to right, carrymg Nymph, 
the Satyr nude, the Nymph wearing a long chiton girded 
in at toe waist and open at the neck, in field to right A ; 
rev. quadripartite mill sail incuse—/fine style and the best 
pertod ; in exeellent preservation 

From the Benson Collectton, 1909 

Perseus. Tetradrachm, diademed head of king to right; 
rev. BASIAEOS TIEPSEQS, eagle on fulmen, above AK, 

in field monogram, the whole within a wreath of oak, 

below tie of wreath a plough—extremely fine and rare 

From the Warren Collection, 1909 

Syracuse Mepauuion, or Decadrachm, by Huainetos, 

SYIIAKO . SION; head of Persephone to left, wearing 

a necklace, wavy hair bound with wreath of corn leaves, 
around four dolphins, beneath traces of signature 
EYAINE; rev. quadriga horses in high action, above 
Victory flying to right about to crown charioteer, in 
exergue helmet shield, cuirass and greaves, beneath @AA 
—very fine and well spread 

Macgepon. Antigonus Doson, head of Poseidon with flowing 
locks bound with marine plants; rev. BASIAEOS 
ANTITONOY inscribed on the prow, upon which Apollo 
is seated, naked, holding a bow—very fine and scarce 
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Syracuse. Hieronymus. Ten Litrae, diademed head of 
Hieronymus to left; vev. BASIAEOS LTEPONYMOY, 

fulmen winged, above Ab—very fine 

From the Merkins Collection, 1909 

Aiaina. Stater, tortoise, the head to right or left; a row of 

dots down back of shell; vev. rough incuse square 
irregularly divided into eight divisions—early sswe 

Alcina. Stater, tortoise, the head to right or left, a row 
of dots down back of shell; rev. rough incuse square 

irregularly divided into eight divisions—early issue 

Veuia. Didrachm, helmeted head of Athena to left, helmet 

adorned with gryphon on side, IE behind head of 
Athena; rev. YEAHTON, stag seized upon by lion to left 
—very fine 

VewiA. Didrachm, helmeted head of Athena to left, helmet 
adorned with gryphon on side, behind ©; rev. lion 
seizing prey to right, above grasshopper between ® — I— 
very fine 

Puitippos II. Tetradrachm, head of Zeus to right, wearing 
wreath of laurel leaves and berries; rev. ®IAITTOY, 

nude youthful horseman to right, carrying a long forked 
branch, a fillet attached to the heads of both horse and 

horseman, beneath the horse star and uncertain bomb- 

shaped object—an unusually fine specomen of eacellent 
style 

From the Trust Collection, 1909 

Democracy. Sicily. Stater of Corinthian type, SYPAKOSION, 
head of Athena to right, wearing a plain Corinthian 
helmet, with curling neck-guard of leather, a pellet at 
back of neck; rev. Pegasos with pointed wing leaping to 
left—an exceedingly fine example of excellent style 

Bruttium. Head of Apollo laureate with flowing hair, 
KPOTONIATAS; rev. infant Hercules strangling two 

serpents 
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Axragos. Sicily. AKRACANTOS (the last five letters retro- 
grade), eagle to left standing on the top of an [onic 
column; rev. crab beneath an S-shaped scroll—a very 

good and unusually well-centred exanvple 

Hyer. Lucan. Head of Athena to left, wearing crested 
Phrygian helmet, with figure of running Centaur ; behind 
the neck monogram (KAE, Kleodoros the engraver), rev. 
YEAHTON, lion leaping upon a stag to right; beneath 

stag, PI (Philistion the engraver)—very fine and rare 

Kroton. Brett. Laureate head of Apollo to right; rev. 
KPO, tripod lebes; in field to left, forked branch of 
laurel, with pendant fillet—excellent style, very fine and 

very rare 

Larissa. Thess. Diademed head of the Nymph Larissa, 
facing towards right, the hair floating out on each side ; 
rev. horse grazing to right—jine gem-loke style and treat- 
ment, in usually good preservation and rare 

Aupxanpros III. Head of youthful Herakles to right; rev. 
AAZANAPOY, Zeus Aritophoros seated on throne to left, 
his feet resting upon a stool, to left monogram (AHTHP) 

—an unusually fine example, and a rare variety 

Mitetos. Ionia. Laureate head of Apollo jto left; rev, MI 
(monogram), lion standing to left, the head turned baek 

to right, above star, in exergue ANTIAEQN—very fine 

and rare 

Mytinene. Lesbos, En., Youthful head (Hermes ?) to right, 

wearing kausia, the sides bent down, the cord passed 

beneath the chin; rev. lion to right, a linear square 
around—very fine and of excellent style 

Myrinens. Lesbos. En., Youthful male head to right 
bound with taenia, to the front of which over the forehead 
is attached a projecting ornament; rev. linear square, 

with female head to right wearing sphendone—very rare 

and very fine 
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Neapous. Camp. Female head to right, wearing ear-ring 
and necklace, the hair hound with a corded taenia, behind 

neck astragalos, beneath APTEH (signature of the magis- 
trate); rev. man-headed bull to right, crowned by flying 

Nike, beneath @E—of good style and fine 

Neapouis. Macedon: Gorgoneion ; rev. [NE]OP, laureate 
head of Aphrodite to right, the hair waved, the long ends 
twisted up and tucked beneath the wreath, the whole on 
an incuse surface with sloping sides—of excellent style 

and extremely fine 

Neapouis. Gorgoneion ; rev. [NE]OT, laureate head without 
wreath of Aphrodite to right, the whole on an incuse 

surface with sloping sides —of excellent style and extremely 
june 

SYRAHOUSAI SYPAKOSION, female head to left, three 

- dolphins around ; rev. forepart of Pegasos to left —a very 
fine ltttle cow, resembling in style the work of Humenés 

Antiocuos I. Diademed head of the king to right; rev. 
BASIAEQS ANTIOXOY, nude Apollo seated to left on 
omphalos, his left hand resting on a bow, his right hand 
holding an arrow, in field to left AP (monogram), to right 
HP (monogram)—very fine, with unusually good and 
characteristic portratt of the king 

Tueses. Boeot. Bootian shield; rev. TI-MO at side of large 
amphora—very fine and an uncommon variety 

Lessos. Hlectrum hecta, Apollo head laureate to right ; 
vev. Artemis, hair rolled, within linear square 

KorintH. Stater, Pegasos alighting, mark Q; rev. Athena, 
head left, in Corinthian helmet, wreathed, with large 

neck-plate and ivy-leaf, behind AP 

TuHurium. Didrachm. Head of Athena, head richly adorned 
with helmet and scylla, above forehead EH; rev 
©OYPION, rushing bull, in exergue a fish—ezxtremely 
rare 
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Agnus. Tetradrachm. Head of Mercury to left, wearing 
close-fitting petasos, with dotted border; rev. AINON, 

— goat to right with torch—extremely fine and rare 

Syracuse. Head of Pallas to left, Corinthian helmet with- 

out crest, K. behind head ; vev. Artemis with drawn bow 

and dog, SYPAKOSION, in front 3}Q0—very rare 

Nzapouis. Female head to right, with band in hair, ear- 

ring and necklace, in field Al, cock and crown; rev. 

man-headed bull to right crowned by Victory flying, 
underneath dolphin and A 

Merarontum. Didrachm. Young male head to right, with 

band and ear-ring—rev. META, ear of corn 

TarentuM (The Roman Alliance). Didrachm. Naked boy 
rider crowning horse standing to left; in field to mght 
cornucopi, and beneath horse ®IAOQTAS; rev. TAPA, 

Taras astride on dolphin to left, holding trident in left 
hand, and with right extending Kantharos; in field to 
right IlIOAY—/ine and rare 

SYRACUSE (Reign of Agathocles), Tetradrachm. Head of 
Persephone, crowned with corn wreath, and wearing ear- 

ring, to left, around four dolphins; rev. [3 |YPAKOSION 

(in exergue); quadriga to left, horses galloping; above 
triskeles ; in exergue, monogram AI (Antandros)—very 
fine 

SyracusE (Hieron II). Octobol, head of Athena to left, 
wearing ear-ring and neck-chain, in crested Corinthian 
helmet, border of dots; rev. IEPONOS, Pegasos flying to 

right, beneath B—very fine and rare | 

From the Montagu and Benson Collections 

Syracuse. Democracy. 8 Litre, head of Athena to left, 
wearing crested helmet, and egis fastened round throat 
with snakes, hair at back of neck tied in the centre; rev. 

SYPAKOIO[LN], winged thunderbolt, in field below YAS 

—very fine and rare 
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345 Croton. Didrachm, eagle to left, head turned back, standing 

on stag’s head to right; rev. 9 PO, tripod lebes with neck 

and three handles, in field left, ivy wreath—fine 

From the Stavellt Collectson, 1916 

346 Tue Brurru. Head of Thetis to right, wearing veil and 

B47 

348 

B49 

300 

301 

302 

stephanos, ear-ring and necklace, over left shoulder 

sceptre, behind head fly; rev. BPETTION, Poisedon to 

left, in left eagle, wings open—extremely fine 

GREEK COINS—In Gold. 

Panormos. Sicily. Head of Persephone to left, wearing 
ear-ring and necklace and crowned with corn leaves ; 
rev. horse standing to right—of very fine style, wn excellent 
preservation, and very rare mm gold 

SyrakRousAI. Hieron II., head of Persephone to left, with 
flowing hair and crowned with corn, behind poppy-head ; 
rev. IEPONOE (exergue), fast biga to right—of excellent 
style, very fine and rare 

ALEXANDER THE GREAT. Stater, Pallas head to right, in 
crested Corinthian heimet adorned with serpent; rev. 
winged Niké holding wreath and trophy stand, hair 

twisted and flowing, AAEZRANAPOY BASIAEQOS 

ALEXANDER THE GREAT. Stater, Pallas head to right, in 
crested helmet adorned with serpent; rev. winged Niké 
holding wreath and trophy stand 

Puiuip Il. Stater, laureate head of Apollo to right; rev. 

biga to right, under horses kantharos 

From the Peckover Collection . 

Puitie II. Stater, laureate head of Apollo to right; rev. 
to right 
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MEDALS, PLAQUETTES, Erc. 

SinvER Mepau. Cellini—Cardinal Petro Bembo; rev. 

Pegasus 

Exhibited at the New Gallery, 18938 

Bronze Mepau. Pastorino—Hieronimo Sacrata 

Bronze Mepats. Pasti—lIsottce Ariminensi, 1446; and 

Giovani de Medicis 

BronzE Mepau. Pisanello—Leonello d’Este; rev. three 

faces 

Bronze Mepau. Pasti—Sigismond Malatesta; rev. Castle 

of Rimini 

Bronze Merpau. Unknown—Bernardo Rossi, Bishop of 
Trevise; rev. Virtue in car drawn by an eagle and 
dragon 

Bronze Mepau. Unknown—Niccolo Macchiaveli, Secretary 
of the Florentine Republic, 1499-1512 

Bronze Mepau. Fra Antonio da Brescia — Michioli, 

Procurator of St. Mark’s, 1500; vev. Dea Contarini, 

his wife 

BronzE Mrpau. Bombarda—Gabriel Fiamma, Venetian 

Preacher ; rev. inscription of twenty-four lines 

Bronze Mepau. Unknown — Francesco Roseti; rev. 

a man picking a palm branch 

Bronze Mepau.  Pisanello.Johannes Francescus de 

Gonzaga ; rev. Gonzaga on horseback attended by 
mounted dwarf 

Bronze Mepau: Unknown. Charles VIII. of France ; 

rev. Hercules and the lion 

Bronze Mepau. Unknown. F. Francina; rev. a phoenix 
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Bronze Megpau. Unknown. Johannes Francescus de 

Gonzaga ; rev. a house between two hills 

Bronze Mrpau. Pasti—Isottce de Arimini; vev. an elephant 

Bronze Mepan. Pasti—Sigismond Malestestis 

Bronze Mepau. Bellé—Claude Picard; rev. arms and the 

date 1656 

BronzE Mepau. Dupré—Pierre Jeanin, 1618 

Bronze Mepau. Dupré—Maria Magdalen, Arch-Duchess of 
Austria, dated 1609 

Bronze Mepat. Dupré. Louis XII. and Anne de 
Bretagne, 1499 

BronzE Merparn. Unknown. Thos. Boliér, General de 

Normandie, 1503 ; rev. arms 

Bronze Mepau. Dupré-——Nicholas Brulart de Sillery, 1613 ; 
rev. a chariot 

Bronze Mepan. Unknown. Cardinal Granvelanus; rev. a 

ship 

Bronze Mepat. Unknown. Phillipus Rex. Prince Hisp. 
Aet.S. AN. XXVIII; rev. a chariot 

BronzE Mespau. Unknown. Petrus Gyron; rev. horse 
pawing the air 

Bronze Mepau. Dupré—Duc d’Epernon ; rev. Truth anda 
lion 

SILVER-GILT Mrpau. Unknown. Maximillian and Maria cf 

Burgundy 

Bronze Merpat. Unknown. Maximillian and Maria of 
Burgundy ; and Odescalcus; rev. figure before an altar 

Bronze Mepau. Cormani—Philip Pirovanus; rev. a ship at 
sea 
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SinveER Mepau. Henri IV., 1612 ; rev. two pillars crowned 

SILVER-GILT Mepau. Johannes Scheyfve. Aet.62. 1575 ; 
rev. Scheyfve in armour kneeling before an altar on a 
rock 

SmnvER Bapae. Portrait of Charles I., embossed and chased 

in narrow laurel-wreath border ; 

Bronze CrrcutarR PLAQueTteE—German, 16th Century— 

depicting the Descent from the Cross in laurel-wreath 
border 

An Ovat Bronze Puraquette. Giovani Bernardi. <A 

battle scene 

‘Two Square Bronze PuaquetTtes. Moderno. Mars and 

Victory and David and Goliath 

A Bronze PuaAguEetTtTeE. Moderno. The Entombment 

A CrrcunAR Bronze Puaguette.. Moderno. The Fall of 

Phaéton 

Two Bronze PuaQuettTses: a Satyr, oblong; and a woman 

and Satyr, oval 

A BronzE-Gitt PLAQuE, embossed and chased with an 

equestrian figure accompanied by Cherubs; and a bronze 

plaque 

A Sinver Ostone PLaQus, with a Classical figure and horse ; 
and a silvered metal plaque, with a view of an interior 

of a church | | 

THIRTEEN Praques, MEDALS AND CoINs, of bronze and 

other metals; and a casket, the sides overlaid with 

plaques of embossed silvered metal 

A Pewtexk Star, issued by General Gordon during the 
siege of Khartoum 

FINIS 

London: Printed by WiLLIAM CLowss AND Sons, Limited, 
Great Windmill Street, W.1, and Duke Street, Stamford Street, S.E.1 
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